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HELP PEOPLE

If someone needs you give them some help
Don't hurt nobody or you can hurt yourself
Watch were you run jump or step
or you might hurt someone or yourself
Be good to everybody even if you were mad
when you left
Lesson to your parent it like jewlary on you neck
Everything that look good aint good for you except
water but not to much drink it before and after you sweat
Money check or cash is good if you work for it
When you come in the house take off your hat
Don't toss around you pets
See the car truck or jet you can have it as
long as you work for it
Don't be mean to people be nice to them
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GOOD NAME

A good name is better than playing a good game.
For some, one to like you is worth more than a gold chain.
Even if you rich or poor you should be nine just the same.

If you see evil or bad you should hide from such a thing
because if you don't you can cause yourself pain.
Fear what's not right cause wrong will leave a stain.

If you do wrong and hurt someone you should change.
Help someone with a wheelchair or cane.

Be yourself. It's ok to be different or strange.
Give to the poor if you have space change.
Don't listen to a lie cause they will mess with your brain.

Don't be mean cause someone else acts mean.

For flowers to grow it has to rain.
For you to grow you have to learn to true things.
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DOESNT MATTER

It Doesn't Matter what color your skin is.
What color is your skin, Black, lightskin or white.
It Doesn't Matter.

What color is your hair. It Doesn't Matter if it
Black, Brown, red, or Blonde.
What color is your eyes. Blue, Brown, Green or Both.
It Doesn't Matter.

What kind or type of hair you have. Have
Straight or Curly.
It Doesn't Matter.

Are you big, tall, skinny or small.
It Doesn't Matter.
It Doesn't Matter, how slow or fast you talk.
It Does Matter how you treat people and how they treat you.
It Does Matter. If you are kind, nice, mean, or bad.

BE NICE

BE nice, Be kind Always do that first
Don't talk to mean people that can get you hurt
Be good be great don't be mean or worse
Care for everyone like a nurse
Someone always watching you when you sneak or lurk
Don't play with fire you might burn yourself or the earth
If you talk all the time how are you going to lesson to him or her
You should wear a smile like you wear a shirt
Don't play in the mud don't play in the dirt you might get a wrig worm
Things might come easy if you do hard work
Have some fun laugh, dance go to the beach and surf
Knowing

If something up its higher If it down it's low
When you clean yourself use soap
To turn on a light you use Volts
A lot of string put together can be called a rope
Ice that comes from the sky can be called Snow
If something shine it glows
If you put something empty you saw
One type of bird is a Crow
A Arrow is used with a bow
If it needs to be fix it's broke.
LISTEN

Listen to adults they can help you out if you don't
you might be left out
Always talk kind, calm, and gentle don't scream
and shout
Always watch what you do and talk about
Be fair to everyone cause you want someone to be fair
to you
Cover your nose and mouth when you sneeze because stuff
might come out
If you have extra you can give a little amount
You can always be nice later why not do it now
If you pay attention you can learn why and how
To use a phone you have to choose what number to dial
When you go to the beach don't forget your towel
Another word for mean is the word fool
If someone is sleeping don't be loud
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TRUTH

If you don't listen you will get into trouble.
When you talk, speak clear don't mumble.
A car traveling back and forth for short rides
is called a shuttle.
The blinds that cover the window are called shutters.
It's not nice to use the words shut up.
When you get in a group close it called a huddle.
When you duck down it called honker.
When you jump over something you hurdle.
A person that catch animals is a hunter.
If you move fast to another place is called hustle.
It good to think about things or wonder.
DON'T DO BAD

It not good to do bad
Listen to your mom and Dad
It doesn't matter if you white or black
Try to smile or laugh when you are sad
Another word happy is glad
Another word for boy is lad
If you pay a bill you pay a tab
Dont hit people. Kick, kne, punch or jab
Always try to do good in class
Also watch how you act
HELP OUT

If someone needs you lend a helping hand
A group can be called a clan
The beach always has sand
The sun might give you a tan
Music can came from a band
Call people by their name like jane or Dan
If you wear something different you might start a trend
If you are last then you at the end
Family is also called kin
Nobody want to lose everybody want to win
A chicken is also called a hen
A can might be tin
A boy will grow to be a man
Now have fun twirl or spin
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Know

Another word for sneak is creep.
If it's low cost then it's cheap.
Don't bother people when they sleep.
Another word for jump is leap.
If it shallow its not deep.
Another word for leak is peak.
A river and pond is like a creek.
If you cry you also weep.
Now smile let me see your teeth.
CLEAN UP

Always be clean and neat.
Make your bed with blanket and sheets.

Monday through Sunday is a week.
A road can be a street.
Your leg half way bend with the knee.

If something stinks it reeks.
If you hungry you must eat.
Ice that fall from the sky snow, hail and sleet.

If it’s warm it has heat.
A group of ships are a fleet.

Drink water, real fruit juice and tea.
BE Great

If you are great at something you be cunning.
If you go to the store you need some money.
If something taste good its yummy.
Another word for stomach is tummy.
Sing with your mouth close it called humming.
You should chew you food with your mouth close.
It not nice to call someone a dummy.
If you care for someone then you are loving.
After you take a bath put on clean undies.
Smile laugh try to be funny.
BE GOOD

You be good you'll make you parents happy
If you are bad then bad things will happen
Clean up when things get nasty
Little girl be nice and classy
Little boy don't do things that nasty
Be kind to everyone you know and say please
If you do something easy you can say ease
Help someone in need
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ASK

If you don't know then ask
If you been playing outside you need a Bath
If you cut a whole part in the middle then that's half
If you the only person in line you might be first or last
Money is also know as cash
If you itch real bad you might have a rash
Another word for run is dash
If you burn something what left is ash
You should always smile and laugh
If you are good with numbers you might be
good at math
the back part of your lower leg is called a calf
Do what your parents say put bad things in the trash
WORK HARD

Work hard and thing will come easy.
If the wind is blowing hard it might be breezy.
If someone is showing you something it called teaching.
It how you breath if you are wheezing.
Another word for lankey is weedy.
If it done every week then its weekly.
Small thing can be call weeny.
Another word for cry is weeping.
If you are out of energy then you are weary.
If you always ask for something you may be needy.
To watch a video on the Internet is called streaming.
Saturday and Sunday is know as the weekend.
KNOW THIS

What goes up must come down.
What goes around comes back around.
You ate pig if you ever ate pork, bacon, or ham.
Other animals are lamb and ram.
Another word for jelly is jam.
Another word for dog is hound.
Your mom might be madam.
If you run away fast you scream.
Another word for camera is cam.
If you cook you might use pots and pans.
A boy all grown up is a man.
A girl all grown up is a woman.
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The truth sometime is hard to hear
Every grown up was once a kid
If you are smart you might be a wiz
Water is a liquid and a fluid
If something feels wrong then don't do it
Another word for move is movement
A flower can be a rose or tulip
If you talk too much you might be loose lip
Don't take nothing it might be hers or his
If you can see through a window it's clear
If it's alive and lives
If you are scare it's called fear
LEARN

To learn something is better than having silver.
A large amount of water flowing is known as a river.
If it cool outside you body might shiver.
A person that drives is also a wheeler.
A person that helps you with pain is a healer.
The middle is know as the center.
If you mail a letter out you will be a sender.
The four season are spring, summer, autumn and winter.
The coldest is winter.
If you are mean you might be bitter.
If it small it is little.
Careful

Don't walk in the dark you can't see
Don't walk by a bee hive you might get stung by a bee.
Be careful when you climb that tree
Always know your Alphabet A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y and Z
If something has a lock you need a password combination or a key.
What falls from a tree is a leaf.
Someone in charge could be a chief.
A lion, bear, and a bull can be called a beast.
If someone gives you something it always nice to keep.
If you can't move or tired you might be weak.
A vehicle is a car, van, bus, or a jeep.
Always be nice when you play hide and seek.
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BE KIND

Be kind to people even if they fat or slim
If someone calls you answer them
Be nice to her and him
Another word for arm is limb
You are worth more than a diamond or gem
Be friendly to people no matter their name like kim or jim
In basketball the metal circle is a rim
Another word for haircut is trim
The old way to watch videos is watch film
Plane, jet, helicopter is like a blimp
You see little babies watch out for them
The front part of your lower leg is called a shin
To prisonfoundation.org thank you again for letting me be an Author.
I hope you enjoy the book because I enjoy teaching young kids about life, that’s why this book was written.

Sincerely

Joshua Maseley